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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that we, ARTHUR WILLIAM 

BUTTERFIELD, cutler; SAMUEL BUTTERFIELP, 
cutler, and ARTHUR NIELD, electrical engi neer, subjects of the Kingdom of Great 
Britain, residing, respectively, at 48 York 
shire street, Oldham, in the county of Lan 
caster, England; 48 Yorkshire street, Old ham, in the county of Lancaster, England, 
and 33 College road, Oldham, in the county 
of Lancaster, England have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in or 
Relating to Safety-Razors, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 
This invention relates to safety razors, of 

the type in which the handle is arranged at 
right angles to the plane of the double 
edged blade, which latter is clamped be 
tween a guard and backing-plate, the guard being composed of two parts with 
means for adjusting the two parts in rela 
tion to each other to accommodate varying 
widths of blade. According to the present 
invention, in this type of razor the adjust 
ment is adapted to be effected by rotation of 
the handle. Means are then provided for 
locking the parts in the adjusted condition. 
Advantageously the handle carries a 

toothed pinion or wheel which engages with 
a plurality of other toothed members, by 
which the adjustment of the guard sections 
is effected. Such other toothed members 
may be rotary or sliding members, and they 
may impart movement to the guard sections 
by virtue of the function of the cam slots. 
fe guard sections may carry studs or pro 
jections which work in elongated slots in a 
guard base or support located transversely 
to the length of the latter, and said studs 
may also engage within the cam slots which 
are displaced by the rotary or sliding mem 
bers which coöperate with the E. wheel 
carried by the handle. 
In order that this invention may be clearly 

understood and readily carried into prac 
tice, reference may be had to the appended 
explanatory sheet of drawings, upon 
which:- 

Figure 1, illustrates partly in elevation, 
and partly in sectional elevation, an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

Fig. 2 illustrates in plan the internal 
mechanism of the razor shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an inverted sectional plan of the 
razor shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 is a section on plane 1-2 of Fif 2. 
Fig. 5 is a similar view to Fig. 2, illus 

trating a modified embodiment of the pres 
ent invention. 
In a convenient embodiment of the pres 

ent invention, a is the guard base or sup 
port which is in the nature of a shallow 
pan. b, b are the 
which is furnished with two studs a which 
project through elongated slots d arranged 
transversely in the guard base. s is the 
backing-plate which is furnished with studs 
e passln E. perforations in the guard 
base. Sleeve-like portions f encircle these perforations, and said sleeve-like portions 
form bearings for rotary members g located 
within the base a, and between the latter 
and the guard sections b. In these rotary 
members g, cam slots h. are provided. These. 
cam slots receive the studs or projections c. 
Thus when the members g are rotated, the guard sections b are collectively displaced 
outwardly or inwardly. In order to pro 
vide for the collective rotation of the mem 
bers g, an intermediate rotary member i 
is provided. This rotary member is fur 
nished with teeth which are in mesh with 
teeth upon the members g, said rotary mem 
bers 9 and i being gears. The said member 
i is suitably secured to the handle j. By 
rotation of the latter the guards are thus 
effectively adjusted. The handle i is ap 
propriately shouldered, and a plate k is in 
corporated between the shoulder and the 
underside of the base a. This plate has 
a key lengaging with a key-way in the 
handled so that it is rotated with the latter. 
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The plate k has a pointer which operates 
in relation to graduations upon the under 
surface of the base a. The de of ad 
justment is thereby indicated. m. is a sleeve 
which is screwed upon the handle i, and 
which can be tightened to lock the latter in 
its adjusted condition. To permit of this 
the k is axially movable in relation to 
the handle j. The backing-plate 8 carries 
a stem in which extends axially through the 
handle and is adapted to be operated in the 
usual or in any approved manner after the 
handle has been locked, o, o represent rods 
which project into the openings provided in 
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the guard sections and assist in positioning 
the latter during their movements. 
p is a plate adapted to be applied to the 

base in order to inclose the gear mechanism 
and thereby exclude foreign matter. 

In order to adjust the guard sections it is 
only necessary to first 5. the backing 
plate s, then to unlock the handle by the 
sleeve m, and adjustment can be effected. 
The handle is then again locked, and subse 
quently the backing-plate S is tightened in 
the usual manner. 
The modification illustrated by Fig. 5 dif 

fers from that already described in that the 
rotary members g are replaced by sliding 
members q having racks which are in mesh 
with the gear wheel it provided upon the 
handle. These members g are so incorpo 
rated within the base that they are inca 
pable of lateral derangement and their rack 
portions thus remain in effective coöpera 
tion with the wheel i throughout the proc 
ess of their longitudinal displacement. The 
members q are each furnished with two in 
clined slots through which the studs c. 
provided upon the guard Sections pass. 
These studs c' also pass through transverse 
slots in the base as in the previous modifi 
cations so that longitudinal movement of 
the members g effects the transverse dis 

which said studs of the 
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placement of the guard sections in the de 
sired manner. 
What we claim as our invention and de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent is:- 
1. A safety razor, a base having trans 

verse slots, guard sections movable toward 
and from each other and having studs mov 
able in said slots; gears mounted for rota 
tion in the base and having cam slots in 

guard sections are 
also engaged, a handle mounted for rotation, 
and a gear revolved by the handle and ar 
ranged between and in engageemnt with the 
first named gears. a 

2. In a safety razor, a base, guard sections 
movable toward and from each other, guid 
ing means for the guard sections, a handle 
mounted in the base for rotation, adjusting 
means for the guard sections, and means op 
erated by the E. and engaging the ad 
justing means. 

In witness whereof we have hereunto set 
our hands in the presence of two witnesses. 

ARTHUR WILLIAM BUTTERFELD, 
SAMUE, BUTTERFE), 
ARTHUR NIEL), 

Witnesses: 
ERNALD SIMPsoN MoSELEY, 
JoHN WILLIAM THOMAs. 
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